"We find that, on average, happiness has failed to grow since the 1970s." Indeed, there has been "a small, statistically significant overall decline in average happiness" since the late 1980s. But the relative happiness of certain demographic groups has changed: "Two-thirds of the blackwhite happiness gap has been eroded, and the gender happiness gap has disappeared entirely, with more recent data suggesting that it may even have inverted. Paralleling changes in the income distribution, differences in happiness by education have widened substantially."
In the early 1970s, women were, on balance, happier than men. Today, however, "women typically report lower levels of happiness than men."
What about overall happiness inequality? Stevenson and Wolfers reckon that it "declined until the mid-or late 1980s, despite the fact that both income and consumption inequality rose through most of this period. Subsequently, happiness inequality rose through the 1990s, although the most recent estimates of inequality still remain below the higher levels seen in the early 1970s. These movements are quite substantial, as we observe an initial decline in the variance of happiness of about 25 percent from the early 1970s to the late 1980s, followed by a rise of about 10 percent by the mid-2000s." Jumping on the 'Change' Bandwagon Slashing corporate taxes is one type of change that has proved remarkably popular across the world. When will the United States start catching up?
A few months ago, we noted that countries around the world were slashing corporate income taxes at a furious pace. Since then, the turmoil on Wall Street has worsened-which makes the case for cutting U.S. business taxes even stronger.
In its latest "Corporate and Indirect Tax Rate Survey," the accounting firm KPMG found that "average corporate tax rates among the 106 countries surveyed this year have fallen again, from 26.8 percent in 2007 to 25.9 percent in 2008." The average rate among European Union members dropped to 23.2 percent, while the averages in Latin America and the Asia-Pacific region fell to 26.6 percent and 28.4 percent, respectively.
Compare those figures to the net effective corporate tax rate in the United States-roughly 40 percent, according to KPMG (though "the effective rate may vary significantly depending on the locality in which a corporation conducts business"). With the exception of Japan, America has the highest rate in the developed world. Despite a brief dip earlier this decade, the effective U.S. rate in April 2008 was virtually the same as it had been in January 1999. Our current political climate is marked by a perceived need for "change." Reducing corporate taxes is one type of change-economically sensible changethat has proved remarkably popular across the world. When will the United States start catching up?
Source: "KPMG's Corporate and Indirect Tax Rate Survey 2008," August 2008.
The Human Capital Factor Economists Jaison R. Abel and Todd M. Gabe confirm that 'educational attainment has a positive effect on GDP per capita in urban America.'
In an interesting report, economists Jaison R. Abel of the New York Fed and Todd M. Gabe of the University of Maine examine the linkage between human capital and economic activity in American cities. They conclude that "differences in the amount of human capital across metropolitan areas…may explain much of the difference observed in average GDP per capita." More specifically, "a one-percentage point increase in the proportion of residents with a college degree is associated with a 2.3 percent increase in U.S. metropolitan area GDP per capita." Abel and Gabe note that "the level of economic activity is also determined by the types of knowledge possessed by workers located within the region. Specifically, we find that the percentage of a metropolitan area's workforce in the knowledge-based occupation clusters of 'executives and managers,' 'financial and legal,' 'information technology,' and 'artists and designers' have a positive and statistically significant effect on GDP per capita. Further analysis shows that knowledge in specific areas such as administration and management, economics and accounting, mathematics, computers and electronics, and telecommunications are particularly important drivers of economic activity in urban America." 
Measuring American Generosity Why traditional foreign aid statistics are misleading
Official development assistance (ODA) is the traditional yardstick for measuring foreign aid. As a percentage of its GDP, America's ODA is relatively low. But as former White House aide and State Department official Don Eberly notes in his new book, The Rise of Global Civil Society, the ODA-to-GDP ratio paints a misleading picture of American generosity. "America's commitment of private sector resources far exceeds that of other nations and is growing every year, with private contributions to developing countries representing 62 percent of all worldwide charitable contributions," Eberly writes. Such private sector donations do not count as ODA. In other words, the "official" foreign aid data exclude "the many forms of engagement sponsored by the American private sector, including philanthropies, universities, businesses, and hundreds of religious and humanitarian enterprises that are producing results, often more effectively than government assistance programs." "According to the most recent survey," Eberly observes, "Americans give over $250 billion annually to private Page 2 of 4 The American Scene -The American, A Magazine of Ideas 9/28/2009 http://www.american.com/archive/2008/november-december-magazine/the-american-scene charity." A few years ago, the American private sector donated around $1.6 billion to help with tsunami reconstruction, an amount that represented "the most generous outpouring of private assistance in American history" and also "far exceeded the $657 million in public monies appropriated by Congress." But not a dollar of it counted as ODA.
Eberly places private charity in a broader international context. "Two decades ago, 70 percent of the resource flow to developing countries was official development assistance, whereas today, over 80 percent of all outflows come in the form of private philanthropy, remittances, and foreign direct investment. The accusation of American stinginess misses this point. Neither does it account for the full range of nonfinancial support that flows to the needy from American schools, universities, and religious organizations in the form of knowledge products, technology, and powerful NGO partnerships." (Encounter Books, 323 pp., $27.95) .
Source: Don Eberly, "The Rise of Global Civil Society: Building Communities and Nations from the Bottom Up"

Ranking the Presidents
Presidential scholar Alvin Felzenberg offers a fascinating and provocative new list of America's best and worst chief executives.
What criteria should we employ to rank American presidents? In a fascinating new book, presidential scholar Alvin Felzenberg lays out six: "character," "vision," "competence," "economic policy," "preserving and extending liberty," and "defense, national security, and foreign policy." Not surprisingly, Felzenberg deems Abraham Lincoln (#1) and George Washington (#2) America's two greatest presidents. They are followed by Theodore Roosevelt and Ronald Reagan (who tie for #3); Dwight Eisenhower (#5); Franklin Roosevelt (#6); and a five-way tie for seventh place among Zachary Taylor, Ulysses S. Grant, William McKinley, Harry Truman, and John F. Kennedy. (Felzenberg does not evaluate George W. Bush, nor does he grade the two presidents who died within a year of taking office).
All readers will have their quibbles with the list. But Felzenberg's book is well researched and thought provoking. We were struck, in particular, by his efforts to boost the reputations of Presidents Taylor, Grant, Calvin Coolidge, and Benjamin Harrison, all of whom the author regards as underrated and underappreciated.
Had Taylor not died 16 months into his presidency, he "might well have killed secessionist agitation in its cradle." Coolidge and Harrison both get high marks on character. As Felzenberg points out, Harrison fought (unsuccessfully) to guarantee African-American voting rights and was "the first president to call for a federal antilynching law." Civil rights icon Frederick Douglass gave Harrison high praise: "To my mind," Douglass said, "we never had a better president." Grant, meanwhile, "was the last president before Dwight D. Eisenhower to send federal troops to the South to protect the right of blacks to vote." He "destroyed" the earliest version of the Ku Klux Klan and signed the Civil Rights Act of 1875. His administration was plagued by scandals, but "when compared to scandals of more recent vintage, those that transpired under Grant were of short duration, inflicted no long-term damage on governmental institutions, did not involve Grant personally, and did not encroach upon the civil liberties of other Americans."
Source: Alvin Stephen Felzenberg, "The Leaders We Deserved (and a Few We Didn't) : Rethinking the Presidential Rating Game" (Basic Books, 480 pp., $29.95 ).
Immigrants and Innovation
What is the connection between skilled immigration and U.S. patenting?
According to economists Jennifer Hunt of McGill University and Marjolaine Gauthier-Loiselle of Princeton, skilled immigrants have had a substantial effect on the number of patents per capita in the United States. "We find that a college graduate immigrant contributes at least twice as much to patenting as his or her native counterpart," they write. "The difference is fully explained by the greater share of immigrants with science and engineering education, implying immigrants are not innately more able than natives." Could it be that these immigrants are merely crowding out native-born Americans? If so, their actual impact on U.S. innovation would be overstated by the above statistics. But Hunt and Gauthier-Loiselle "do not find evidence that immigrants crowd out natives from certain occupations or states," and they conclude that "immigrants increase patenting per capita without reducing native patenting." As Wirtz and Fitzgerald observe, "many reports that fret over sluggish income growth adjust for inflation using the consumer price index. Though logical at face value, the CPI has long been criticized-for example, by the Boskin Commission in 1996-for likely overstating inflation, possibly by as much as 1
